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QUOTIENT FULL LINEAR RINGS

JOHN J. HUTCHINSON

Abstract. We define a ring R to be an FL (full linear) ring if R

is isomorphic to the full ring of linear transformations of a left

vector space over a division ring. R is QFL if its left maximal

quotient ring is an FL ring. In this paper we give necessary and

sufficient conditions for a ring to be a QFL ring. We also generalize

some results of Chase and Faith concerning subdirect sum decom-

positions of rings whose left maximal quotient ring is the direct

product of FL rings.

If rM is a left i?-module, then C(rM) will denote the set of closed

submodules of M. We say that C(rM) is atomic if C(rM) contains

minimal nonzero elements, called atoms, and each nonzero element of

C(rM) contains at least one atom. rM is Q-prime if for any two atoms

Ii and h oí C(rM), there exists isomorphic submodules Ai and X2 of

M such that A, is essential in Ii for i = 1 and 2. If A is a subset of M,

then Ir(X) will denote the left annihilator in R of X.

Theorem \. R is QFL if and only if the following conditions are

satisfied :

(i) Z(RR)=0,
(ii)  C(rR) is atomic,

(iii) rR is Q-prime.

Proof. Let Q be the left maximal quotient ring of R. Ii conditions

(i)-(iii) hold, then, by [2, p. 70], C(0(?) = C(Äi?) under contraction,

and so C(qQ) is atomic. Since Z(rR) = 0, we have that Q is a left self-

injective regular ring. Thus A is an atom of C(qQ) if and only if A is

a minimal left ideal of Q. For the sake of simplicity of notation we

will refer to the atoms of C(qQ) and C(rR) as atoms of Q and R

respectively.

Suppose Ax and A2 are atoms of Q. By [2, p. 70], Ax and A2 are

injective as left i?-modules. If Ix=Axf~\R and I2 = AiC\R, then lx and Ii

are atoms of R. Since rR is Q-prime, there exists isomorphic left ideals

Xi and A2 of R such that X, is essential in i", for i= 1 and 2. Clearly,

Xi is essential in Ai for i= 1 and 2. The injectivity of Ai gives that

Ax and Ai are isomorphic. Thus Ir(Ax) =Ir(Aí).
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Let 5 be the sum of the atoms of Q. If {Aa} is the set of atoms of

Q and AE {Aa}, then

hiS) = n 1*(AJ - hiA).
a

If lRiS)^0, then lQiS)*0. By [2, p. 71], /q(5)GC(o0, and so there
exists an atom B of Q such that BQIqÍS). But 5Ç5, and so B2 = 0.

Since 5 is idempotent generated we have a contradiction. Thus

IqÍA)C\R = IrÍA) =lRiS) =0, and so ¿o(yl)=0. Since ^4 was an arbi-

trary atom of Q, we have that IqÍA) =0 for all atoms of Q.

If B is a nonzero left ideal of Q, then there is an atom A of Q such

that AQB. Since lQ(B)çziQ(A) =0, we have that Q is prime.

Let W be an atom of Q. W is a minimal left ideal of Q, and W=Qe

where e2 — e^0. Since Q is prime, we have that V = eQ is a minimal

right ideal of Q, and D = eQe is a division ring. Thus F is a left D

vector space.

Let L = r\omi)(V, V), and define a map q—>q from Q to L, where

xg = xg for xEV. This correspondence is clearly a ring homomor-

phism. If (ft, {frGQ an<3 ëi = 22, then xqi=xq2 for all x£F. Thus

eQiqi — q2) =0, and qi = q2 by the primeness of Q. Thus ç—»g is a mono-

morphism of Ç mto L.

Let F be the image of V in L, and suppose s£L and vE V ivE V).

If x E V, then x = ex, v = ev, va E V and

xiva) = xiva) = (ex)(ei>a) = (exe)(va)

= (e.Tei>)a = (xf)a = (xv)a — x(va).

Thus va = vaEV, and so F is a right ideal of L. Since FCÇÇZ, we

have that I is a left quotient ring of Q. Q is left self-injective, so

Q = L. Thus Q=£, and so R is QFL.

Conversely, suppose R is QFL. By [2, p. 70], Z(Bi?)=0 and

C(rR)^C(qQ) under contraction. Thus C(RR) is atomic.

Suppose Ii and I2 are two atoms of R. Let ^4i and A2 be atoms of

Q such that AiHiR = Ii for i=\ and 2. Thus Ai and ^42 are isomorphic

under some isomorphism/, and i\- is essential in Ai for ¿ = 1 and 2.

Let Xi=f-AI2)r\Ii and X2^f(Ii)C\I2. Clearly À^AT2 under the
restriction of/ to Xi, and A"¿ is essential in i\ for i = 1 and 2. Thus i?

is Q-prime.
The following theorem is essentially a restatement of a theorem of

Chase and Faith [l, Theorem 1.12].

Theorem 2. Let Q be the left maximal quotient ring of R. Qis a direct

product of FL rings if and only if:
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(i)   Z(«i?)=0,

(ii) C(rR) is atomic.

Proof. If (i) and (ii) hold, then Z(QQ) = 0, Q^HomB(Q, Q), and
C(rR)=C(qQ) under contraction. Thus C(qQ) is atomic. By [2,

p. 70], C(qQ) consists of the direct summands of RQ, and so each

direct summand of rQ contains a minimal direct summand. By [l,

Theorem 1.12], Q is a direct product of FL rings.

Conversely, if Q is a direct product of FL rings, then Q is regular.

Thus Z(rR) = 0, and C(qQ) consists of the direct summands of rQ.

Thus C(qQ) is atomic, and since C(rR) = C(qQ) under contraction

we have that C(rR) is atomic.

If R is a subdirect sum of rings |i?„| aEA } and S— JJ« Ra, then

the subdirect sum is essential if R (identifying R and its canonical

isomorphic image in S) is an essential left i?-submodule of S. Some

elementary properties of essential subdirect sums appear in [3].

Theorem 3. Let Q be the left maximal quotient ring of a ring R. Q is

the direct product of FL rings if and only if R is an essential subdirect

sum of QFL rings.

Proof. Suppose Q = JX„ Qa, where each Qa is an FL ring with

identity ea. For each aEA, let Ra = Rea. Suppose aEA and 0 ^x„EQa.

Since xaEQ there is an rER such that 0¿¿rxaER- If ra = rea, then

0 5¿ rxa = reaxa = raxa E Raxa f~\ Ra.

Thus each Qa is a left quotient ring of the corresponding Ra- Since

Qa is regular, we have that Z(RaRa) =0, and Qa is the left maximal

quotient ring of Ra. Thus each Ra is a QFL ring.

Clearly R is a subdirect sum of the rings Ra(r—>{rea}). Since

RQ IJa RaQQ, we have that the subdirect sum is essential.

Conversely suppose R is an essential subdirect sum of QFL rings

{ita|«G-4 }. Let Qa be the left maximal quotient ring of Ra and let

S= IL Qa. Clearly RQ JJa RaQS.
If x is a nonzero element of S, then for some aEA we have 0

T^eaxEQa, where ea is the identity of Qa. Since Qa is a left quotient

ring of Ra it follows that

0 9¿ Raeax n Ra = Rax C\ Ra-

Since Raxr\Ra is a nonzero it-submodule of H« Ra, we have that

Raxr\Raf~\R5¿0. Since RaC\R is an essential Ra (and R) submodule

of Ra, and since Z(RcRa) = 0, we have

(Ra r\ R)(Rax r\Rar\R) ^ o.
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Thus

o ^ (Rar\ R)(Raxn Rar\R) c Rx'n r,

and so 5 is a left quotient ring of R. Since 5 is regular, we have

Z(rR) =0. Thus S = Q, and Q is the direct product of FL rings. Note

that Ra = Raea = rea, and so the QFL components of R are uniquely

determined.
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